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Are you looking for the latest DnB loops? Drum n Bass Drum Loops is a brand new release from The

Prime Loops Team containing over 100 heavyweight Drum n Bass Samples, Breaks & Loops to inject into

your latest productions. The Drum n Bass scene is back in full effect, and we felt there was a lack of

decent DnB Breaks libraries that truly represents the real sound of Drum n Bass so we got our UK based

team together in London, and tracked down top producers in the scene today. Taking influence from a

wide range of artists such s DJ Hype, Clipz, Hospital Records, Dillinja, Andy C, Nicky Blackmarket, John

B, TC, Ed Rush & Optical, Aphrodite, and a host of up and coming and current artistsDrum n Bass Drum

Loops was born! Often, when starting a track, the drum loop is the first starting point of call for many

producers, so having over 100 tight, 24-bit Drum n Bass Grooves at your call cant be a bad thing and

should free you up to concentrate your tracks structure, streamlining the production process. And of

course, you can also cut up, mix and combine these royalty free loops to create new patterns and

rhythms with endless creative possibilities. The drum loops cover a wide range of styles, from downright

menacing grooves through to liquid patterns, experimental percussive licks to venomous, dutty, junglist

injections, complex soulful blends to nitrous jump-up styles, whatever your style, theres something here

for you, and we are confident these beats will provide the fundamental grooves to hundreds of release

globally. This release is available for instant download, and you can choose from a large variety of highly

flexible formats for total integration with your music production platform. This is not your average Drum n

Bass Breaks Library. These Drum Loops deserve V.I.P access! Check out Drum n Bass Drum Loops

now, and hear the difference for yourself. You can find this release in a large number of other Special

Formats on our website including: Ableton Live Pack (108mb) Acid Loops (100mb) Akai MPC (159mb)

Apple Loops (100mb) FL Studio (100mb) Garageband (100mb) Reason Refill (148mb) Rex2 Loops

(79mb) and many, many more! primeloops.com
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